“I love that 2020 Design allows me to be
extremely creative and draw all the ideas I
can imagine. I have used other programs
in the past and they can’t do what 2020
Design can…it is simply the best on the
market.”
—Connie Wood, Timeless Kitchen Design

Customer Spotlight
Connie Wood has been a 2020 Design user for over 20 years. She
began her career at a home improvement store where she first
did designs by hand. As kitchen and bath design software started
to hit the market, her company selected a solution based on cost
without evaluating its features. Since the software was limited
in functionality, most designers found it quicker to draw layouts
by hand then use the software. Based on designer feedback, the
company looked into other options and soon purchased 2020
Design. So you could say Connie and 2020 Design have grown up
together in this industry.

Working with 2020
The features are endless. As the kitchen industry grew so did
2020 Design. 2020 has managed to stay on the cutting edge of
technology. I like to think outside of the box with my designs and
I have often seen some of the cabinets needed to make a design
work well start in what I have been able to draw within the 2020
program to modify cabinet sizes and if used often enough I have
seen the cabinet manufacturer create a particular cabinet size or
design in their spec books.
2020 Design allows me to set myself and my company apart from
other kitchen and bath design companies. To give my clients a real
look at what their kitchen will look like when it is completed. To
make their dream kitchens come true!

About the Designer
Connie Wood
Kitchen & Bath Designer
The Elegant Bath
Indianapolis, IN
Favorite color: Green
Favorite design style: American
Heritage, with a little arts and
crafts mixed in
Favorite quote: “The path of
least resistance makes people and
rivers crooked.”—unknown
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